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Wide-Dynamic-Range and High-Sensitivity Current-to-Voltage Converters

Chunyan Wang

A wide dynamic range and a high sensitivity are often incompatible with each other in analog

circuits, such as signal converters or amplifiers. In this paper, we present a method of developin

current-to-voltage converters featuring both. It comprises two current-to-voltage conversions. On

convert the DC component, i.e. the average level of the current input, into a voltage with a nonlin

compression. The other is to apply a “linear” conversion to the signal component of the input cu

This conversion is considered to be “linear” as the gain is made to be almost constant if the vary

signal is rippling at a given current level, and to increase if the level is changed to be lower. Hen

gain is adaptive to the input current, i.e. getting stronger if the current signal is weaker and vice 

This adaptability is implemented by(a) an adaptive bias by means of the voltage converted from th

DC component of the input current, and(b) the current-dependent finite drain-source resistances of

MOS transistors. A low-pass current filter is used, in the proposed conversion operation, to separ

DC component of the input current from the signal one. We propose, in this paper, a basic struc

the filter and techniques to improve the filtering quality over a wide current range, also an appro

an effective reduction of the effect of the device mismatch as well. A design example of the prop

conversion is presented in this paper. The simulation results have shown its dynamic range of 5-d

and its sensitivity high enough to detect sub-nA current variations.

Key words: Analog VLSI, dynamic range and sensitivity, current-to-voltage conversion, adaptive

circuits, current filter, current compensation for device mismatch

I.  Introduction

In many analog circuits, the dynamic range and sensitivity seem to conflict with each other. How

the need for both becomes more and more evident for analog processing circuits to get more
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applications. Current-to-voltage converters are often used in current-mode circuits and optical s

The variation of a current signal can be over a wide range as it is not directly limited by the supp

voltageVDD. If a current-to-voltage converter is involved in a current-mode circuit, the dynamic ra

of the converter determines that of the circuit. In case of an optical sensor, the photocurrent is u

proportional to the flow of incident photons that can vary over a range of 5 decades or more. It is

often the case that the sensor can not operate over the entire range of the optical signal due to 

limited dynamic range of the current-to-voltage converter employed in it.

 A converter of linear transconductance may provide a good conversion gain but usually not ab

cover a wide range of signal variation. A converter of logarithmic current-to-voltage characteristi

[4] may have a wide coverage as the input current is logarithmically compressed, but the same

compression results in a low sensitivity to the signal variation. Thus, it is challenging to design a c

that features a wide dynamic range and a high sensitivity at any given level within the range.

Making the circuit characteristics adaptive to the input current level is an effective approach to

combination of wide dynamic range and high sensitivity. A circuit can be made very sensitive to a

signal at a given DC level by preset the operating point at this particular level. However, the sen

will be significantly lowered if the DC level of the input current is slightly shifted, i.e. the input ran

for this high sensitivity being very narrow. If the circuit is able to shift its operating point automatic

according to the change of the input level, the circuit may still be able to respond very sensitively t

input variation even though it has gone out of its initial range. This shiftable “narrow range of hig

sensitivity” makes it possible for a circuit with a single input channel to be able to provide a high

sensitivity to the signal variation over a wide range. Delbruck’s adaptive sensor may be the first cu

to-voltage conversion circuit of this kind. It has a feedback loop for the bias set-up and the feedb

factor is made “frequency-dependent” in order to have a low overall gain for the DC component 

higher one for signal variations [2 - 3]. The stability of the loop is secured by an appropriate set 

bias and the device parameters. Another adaptive sensor circuit has been reported in [5]. It make
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use of a current memory for the automatic tuning of the bias level and the dependency of the MO

drain-source resistance on the current level for the gain adaptive to the input. As the circuit involv

analog switch, making the switching noise low is a critical issue to secure a good operation.

In this paper, a method of developing wide dynamic range and high sensitivity current-to-volta

converters is presented. It is based on the same principle of the shiftable “narrow range of high

sensitivity” described above. This method is two-fold. The first is to separate the DC component o

input current from the signal one by a low-pass current filter. The DC current is used, after a

compression, to set up the device bias. The second is to convert the input current signal compone

the DC one, into a voltage signal with an adaptive gain. A design example using this method an

simulation results are also presented. The basic scheme of the work in its early stage has been

reported in [6]. The present paper aims at providing the readers with a comprehensive grasp of 

method and its fundamentals, and that of the practical designs with details.

II.  Description of the proposed method

2-1 Principle and the basic scheme

The input current of a current-to-voltage converter can be expressed asiIN = IIN + iin, the sum of its

DC component and signal variation. The response to the input is the output voltagevOUT = VOUT + vout.

It is usually the case that(a) iin << IIN and (b) iin with a higherIIN is statistically greater thaniin with a

lower IIN. The components of the input current are to be converted differently so that each of the

be used for different purposes. The “main” conversion is that of the small signal component and a

gain is needed for a high sensitivity. The DC one of the input current is to be converted into a DC

voltage for the circuit biasing to be adaptive to the input level, and a compression is evidently nee

the current varies over a wide range, e.g. from 1 nA to 100µA, while the bias voltage should be

confined within a window of less than 1 V.
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The separation of the DC componentIIN from the signal componentiin can be done by means of a

low-pass current filter. This filter is used to extractIIN and a current copier is used to produce a copy

iIN. Then, as illustrated in Fig. 1,iin = iIN - IIN can be obtained at the nodevOUT and converted to the

voltage signalvout by using the output resistance at the node. The components of the output volta

should be produced in such way that

VOUT = FCM (IIN) vout = rm(IIN) iin (EQ 1)

whereFCM (IIN) is a compression function ofIIN andrm(IIN) is a resistive coefficient, both being

dependent onIIN. The compression functionFCM (IIN) needs to be nonlinear, e.g. logarithmic, so that

largerIIN is compressed with a strong compression rate, which results inVOUT that is able to vary with

IIN without going beyond the boundaries of the voltage range. BothIIN andVOUT are then used to bias

the devices connected to the output terminal whereiin is converted intovout. Thus, the biasing point is

made input-current-dependent, i.e. shiftable according to the input current level. Also, this shifta

biasing can also makerm(IIN) adaptive to the input current, ifro1 andro2 are determined by the curren

Fig. 1 Diagram illustrating the principle of the proposed method for the design of wide dynamic ra

current-to-voltage converters. Such a converter consists of three parts. The left part is the

stage, the upper-right one is a current copier, and the lower-right one a low-pass current 

that extractsIIN from iIN. If k1 = k2 = k, the voltage variationvout will be determined by

k (iIN - IIN) = rmiin. The conversion can be made linear if the resistancesro1andro2are

voltage-independent.

iIN  =
I IN  + iin

k1iIN

k2I IN

vOUT

ro1

ro2

ri

r o1 r o2⋅
r o1 r o2+
--------------------
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A low-pass filter can be built based on a current mirror, as shown in Fig. 2 [6], in which the tim

constantτ = C/gm1,with gm1being the transconductance ofN1, is greater than 1/fmin, wherefmin is the

lowest frequency component of the signaliin. This circuit can also provide a logarithmic compressio

of IIN at the nodeVgn, if the current ofN1 is weak enough to drive the device in the weak inversion

region. If the transistors are matched, the drain voltage ofN2, the NMOS in the right side, should be

equal toVgn.

Fig. 2 Current-mirror-based low-pass current filter. If the time constantτ = C/gm1 is large enough, the

common gate voltageVgn will be able to respond only to slow-changing componentIIN, and

thus onlyIIN is mirrored to the right side of the circuit.

Using the current-mirror-based low-pass current filter, we propose a basic circuit structure, as 

in Fig. 3 [6], for a wide dynamic range and high sensitivity current-to-voltage conversion. In this

circuit, two copies of the input currentiIN are made by means of the PMOS transistorsP1 andP2. From

the first copyiP1, the DC componentIN1 is obtained in the NMOSN1, and thenIIN’ is generated inN2.

The second copyiIN’ is combined withIIN’ at the nodevOUT to extract the small current signaliin. The

output voltage signalvout is converted fromiin, by means ofrdsP2 combined withrdsN2, the finite drain-

source resistance ofP2 and that ofN2 [5]. The gain for the signal variation,rm(IIN) = vout/iin, is

evaluated by . Please note thatrdsP2 andrdsN2 are almost constant ifP2 andN2 are in the

saturation mode and their gate voltages are fixed, which makes a “linear” conversion fromiin to vout.

iIN

IIN’

C

Vgn

N1
N2

gm1

= IIN + iin

IIN

rdsP2 r dsN2⋅
r dsP2 r dsN2+
-------------------------------
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However, if the current levelIIN’ changes, the voltages will be modified, making the resistances chan

A lower IIN’ results in higherrdsP2 andrdsN2, which makes a strongrm(IIN) to a weaker input current.

Thus, the conversion gain is adaptive to the signal.

Fig. 3 Basic structure of the proposed current-to-voltage converter. The current filter shown in Fig

incorporated to makeIIN’, a copy of the DC component of the input currentiIN. The output

voltagevOUT is modulated byvout = rm(IIN) iin, whererm(IIN) ≈ . Its DC

componentVOUT is expected to be approximately at the same level asVgn.

Consisting of only five transistors, the circuit shown in Fig. 3 can be expected to perform a low

current filtering, a logarithmic compression of the DC component and a current-to-voltage conve

with a variable gain. In the next sub-section, an analysis of its performance is presented and the

of a complete circuit for a wide dynamic range and high sensitivity conversion proposed.

2-2 Design example and analysis

The basic scheme shown in Fig. 3 illustrates how the proposed method can be applied in CMO

circuit design. For a given dynamic range, one needs to take the following issues into considera

• The condition for the low-pass filtering,τ = C/gm1> 1/fmin. It should be noted thatgm1is determined

by the size of the transistorN1 and the current flowing in it. If the current gets very strong, 1/gm1may

become too small for the condition to be satisfied, making the upper limit of the current range

iIN IIN’

C

Vgn

Vgp iIN’

vOUT

N1
N2

P0 P1 P2

IN1

iP1iP0

= IIN + iin

= VOUT+ vout

r dsP2 r dsN2⋅
r dsP2 r dsN2+
-------------------------------
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• The minimum current in each of the transistors. It determines the lower end of the current ran

• The voltage limit forVgp andVgn. All the transistors in Fig. 3 need to operate in the saturation

region, which may not be the case if (VDD - Vgp) or Vgngets too large.

• The speed concern of the circuit. The time constantτ needs to be large for a good low-pass filtering

However, ifτ is too large, the circuit may not able to adjust its biasing point quickly to respond

fast change of the input DC level, in particular, when the current is at the lower end of its rang

The most critical issue is to makeτ = C/gm1 > 1/fmin in the current filter, as it concerns the quality o

the separation of the DC current from the signal current. One can look into the two elements,C and

gm1, and their dependencies on the input current. The capacitanceC could be voltage dependent, but a

Vgs, the voltage acrossC, is not going to change in a large scale when the current changes,C is

relatively stable and not sensitive to the current variation. The transconductancegm1, however, depends

very much onIN1 that is, in its turn, dependent oniIN. The dependency ofIN1 on iIN needs to be reduced

in order thatgm1 will be made lessiIN-dependent. AsIN1 is the DC component ofiP1, if iP1 is made to

vary in a smaller scale thaniIN, the variation ofIN1 will be down-scaled, makinggm1less sensitive to

iIN. Let us define the scaling factork = iP1/iIN, i.e.k = IN1/IIN if the low-pass filter functions correctly,

and makek < 1 in a linear or nonlinear manner described as follows.

1.  A linear down-scaling can be done by setting the size ratios of PMOS transistorsP1 andP0 as(W/

L)P1 = k (W/L)P0 to makeiP1 = k iIN. The dependency ofgm1on iIN is then down-scaled by a factor of

k. A smaller value ofk makes a stronger down-scaling and more extension of the upper end of 

input current range. However, one should also take the lower end of the current range into co

ation while selecting the value ofk. If the minimum input current is, for instance, 0.1 nA andk = 0.1,

the currents in the transistorsP1, P2, N1 andN2 will be in the level of tens of pico-Amperes that may

be too low to drive the MOS device properly and result in a poor signal-to-noise ratio. Also, th

operation speed would suffer in this case.
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2. A desirable down-scaling is nonlinear withk variable according to the level of the input currentiIN.

As gm1 increases with the current, the concern of the filtering conditionτ = C/gm1 > 1/fmin arises

when the input currentiIN is in the upper part of its current range. IfiIN is in the lower part of the

range, the critical issue is to make the circuit sensitive enough to respond to the weak signal 

iin, instead ofτ > 1/fmin. Therefore, one would wish the down-scaling factor to be dependent onIIN

and it should be effective only wheniIN is above a certain level.

A nonlinear down-scaling can be implemented by adding a current bypass branch controlled b

level of the input current. In the example shown in Fig. 4, the branch is in parallel with the PMOS

transistorP0 to makeiP0 = iIN - iBP, iBPdenoting the bypass current. IfiBP≠ 0, only a portion ofiIN will

be mirrored to produceIN1 in the NMOS transistorN1. Thus, if the DC component ofiIN increases, the

change ofIN1 is down-scaled. The bypass currentiBP is controlled byVgn in context of a negative

feedback loop with the closed-loop gain smaller than unity. The down-scaling may not be effecti

the loop is open, i.e. the NMOS transistorN3 is not conducting andiBP = 0 wheniIN is weak.

The linear and nonlinear scaling methods can be applied in the same circuit. In the circuit show

Fig. 4, the open-loop gainA is the linear scaling factor and the feedback gain  the nonlinear

down-scaling one. A linear up-scaling, i.e.A > 1, can help to extend the lower end of the input curre

range, as it provides a current amplification wheniIN is very weak while the feedback loop is open. If

the loop is closed becauseiIN gets stronger, the overall gain of can be made to be smaller th

unity for a nonlinear down-scaling in order to extend the upper end of the current range.

1
1 fA+
-----------------

A
1 fA+
-----------------
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Fig. 4 Current-to-voltage converter with an input current bypass branch added to makeiP0 = iIN - iBP

in order to scaleIN1 down in case thatiIN is high. The currentiP0 is mirrored to determineiP1,

IN1andVgn. The sameVgn is then used, via a voltage shifter shown as a triangle symbol, to

control iBP. This is a negative feedback loop and its block diagram is shown in (b). The clo

loop gain , whereA = iP1/iP0 is related to the ratio of (W/L)P1 to (W/L)P0, and

f is determined by the transconductances ofN1, N3, andP3, and the inputiIN as well. The loop

may not be effective, i.e.iBP = 0 andiP0 = iIN, if iIN is too weak to makeVgn high enough to turn

N3 on.

Besides the dynamic range, the operation speed is another important issue. One wishes that the

should be able to adjust its biasing point quickly if the level of the input current changes. Howev

the input current is very weak, this adjustment may be very slow, in particular when the capacita

the common gate ofN1 andN2 is large to have the time constant large enough for a decent low-pa

filtering. One of the solutions to this kind of problem is to add a charging current whenIIN’ is lower

than the average ofiIN’. It can be implemented by means of a transistor, such as the NMOS transi

N4 shown in Fig. 5. This transistor provides a “transient current” to accelerate the charging proce

Vgn. WhenVgn becomes high enough to makeIIN’ equal to the average level ofiP1, VOUT will be

lowered to a level similar to that ofVgn andN4 will be turned off.

iIN
IIN’

C

Vgn

Vgp iIN’

vOUT

N1
N2

P0 P1 P2iBP

P3

N3
VN3

IN1

iP1iP0

(a)

iIN iP0

iBP

iP1
A

f

+
-

(b)

iP1
i IN
------ A

1 fA+
----------------- 1<=
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Fig. 5 Additional charging current by the NMOS transistorN4 to accelerate the rise ofVgn. This

current is effective whenVOUT reaches a level high enough to turnN4 on. Such a high level

VOUT  occurs whenIIN’ is smaller than the DC component ofiIN’.

The diagram shown in Fig. 6 is a current-to-voltage conversion circuit designed with the propo

method. It has a negative feedback loop for the nonlinear down-scaling. The difference between

loop and that in Fig. 4 is that its feedback signaliBP is able to vary more widely, by means of a maste

slave structure, to match a wider range of the inputiIN. Also, the circuit involves the additional charging

current path, the same as that in Fig. 5, to accelerate the charging process at the nodeVgn in case of

weakiP1, to improve the operation speed and to maintainVOUT at approximately the same level asVgn.

This design shows that the proposed method can be easily implemented in a CMOS circuit with

measures for the signal range and processing speed incorporated. Its performance evaluation b

electrical simulation is presented in the next section.

Vgp

VgnN1

N2C

vOUT

P1 P2

N4

IIN’

iIN’

IN1

iP1
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Fig. 6 Complete circuit of a wide dynamic range and high sensitivity current-to-voltage converter

bypass currentiBP is given byiM + iS, the sum of the master and slave currents. The slave

currentiS is effectively added toiBP if the drain voltage ofP3 is lowered enough to driveP4 on,

which can happen wheniM is reaching its full scale. Thus, the range of the feedback signaliBP is

made larger to extend the upper limit of the dynamic range ofiIN. The NMOS transistorN4

provides an extra charging current to accelerateVgn rising whenIIN‘ < iIN‘  is detected.

III.  Simulation results

The circuit shown in Fig. 6 has been simulated using Hspice with the transistor models of a 0.1µm

CMOS technology. The supply voltageVDD is 1.8 V and the voltageVbias is 0V. The input currentiIN is

a DC currentIIN modulated by a sinusoidal signaliin. The range ofIIN is from 4 nA to 411µA. For a

givenIIN, the modulation depthh, i.e. the ratio of the amplitude ofiin to IIN, is from 5% to 20% in the

simulations.

In the circuit shown in Fig. 6, the DC currents in the transistorsP0, P1, andP2 are determined byIIN,

the DC level of the input signaliIN, and the aspect ratio of the transistors that are listed in Table 1. 

ratio of (W/L)P1 over(W/L)P0 is equal to 0.1, which gives a linear down-scaling, makingIN1 andIIN’ be

approximately one tenth ofIIN. The capacitanceC at the common gate ofN1 andN2 is made large by

placing a drain-source grounded NMOS of 400µm2 in order to secure the low-pass filtering conditio

C/gm1 > 1/fminwhenIIN reaches 411µA.

IIN’

vOUT

N2
C

Vgn

N1

IN1

iIN

N3
VN3

iP0P3

P0 Vgp P1 P2
iIN’

iP1

iBP

P5

P6

N4

P4
Vbias

Input stage with down-scaling Low-Pass  current filter & output stageVoltage shifter

iS iM
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TABLE 1.

The simulation waveforms of the circuit shown in Fig. 6 are illustrated in Fig. 7. They demonstr

that the circuit is able to respond to the variation of the input current over the entire range. The DC

of the input signaliIN changes over the range of 5-decades, and the DC level of the output voltagevOUT

is “confined” within a small voltage window of less than 350 mV, which permits the MOS transistor

operate within the region of the current-source mode where the drain-source resistance is high.

output voltage signalvout is measured under different conditions ofiIN, and the results are shown in Fig

8. It illustrates the shiftable “narrow range of high sensitivity” characteristics described in Section

Using these results, the conversion gain, defined as the ratio of the amplitude ofvout to that ofiin, are

presented in Table 2. It has been observed that, at a given level ofIIN, iin is converted intovout with an

almost constant gain. However, this gain depends onIIN in a nonlinear manner, because of the nonline

characteristics of MOS transconductance and the nonlinear down-scaling. This dependency ma

gain adapt to the input current, i.e. a higher gain for a lower level current. It has been measured

IIN  = 4 nA, the conversion gain is about 80 mV/nA, which makes the circuit to be able to produce a

detectable voltage signal wheniin is in a sub-nA range. This gain is reduced about 47000 times, wh

IIN is about 105 times stronger to reach 411µA, in order that the transistors still operate in the saturatio

region. It should be noted that, at thisIIN level, the conversion gain is still much higher than that a

logarithmic converter can provide, as the logarithmic compression is not applied toiin. Hence, a wide

dynamic range and high sensitivity conversion have been made compatible with each other in th

circuit.

Wm: minimum gate width

Lm: minimum gate length

P0 Wm/Lm

P1 Wm/10Lm N1 Wm/1.2Lm

P2 Wm/10Lm N2 Wm/1.2Lm

P3 4.5Wm/Lm N3 3Wm/1.2Lm

P4 9Wm/Lm N4 Wm/Lm

P5 Wm/2.8Lm P6 Wm/Lm
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Fig. 7 Simulation waveforms of the circuit shown in Fig. 6. The waveforms are obtained when th

frequency of the sinusoidaliin is 1 MHz and the ratio of the amplitude ofiin to IIN is 10%. The

first waveform, i.e. that on the top, is the input currentiIN, displayed in a logarithmic scale. The

second and third waveforms illustrate thatVgp responds to the current ripple of the input butVgn

follows only the change of the average current level, filtering out the signal variation. The

componentVOUT of the output voltagevOUT is ranged from 250 mV to 590 mV, correspondin

to the range ofIIN from 4 nA to 411µA. The voltage signalvout. varies in the same way as the

the input current signaliin, over the entire range of 5 decades.
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Fig. 8 Characteristics of the peak-peak amplitude of the output voltage variationvout versus the

amplitude of the sinusoidal current signaliin rippling over the DC componentIIN. Please note

that the x-axis is logarithmically scaled. Each curve is obtained with a givenIIN and four

differentiin, i.e. the modulation depthh = 5%, 10%, 15% and 20%. IfIIN is set at a higher level,

the characteristic curve will be shifted rightwards and its slope will be reduced. The ratio o

amplitude ofvout to that ofiin for each set of (IIN, h) is calculated and presented in Table 2. Th

dashed line indicates a characteristic curve that a logarithmic current-to-voltage converter

have.
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The above simulation results are obtained without considering the effect of device mismatch. T

circuit illustrated in Fig. 6 involves two pairs of MOS transistors, namely (P1, P2) and (N1, N2), in its

low-pass current filtering block. IfN1 andN2 match, or mismatch, each other in the same way asP1 and

P2, the DC component of the current inP2 and the current inN2 will be equal to cancel each other,

resulting inVOUT = Vgn. Otherwise, the difference of the two currents will beiin’  + ∆ IIN’ , instead of

iin’ , with ∆ IIN’ resulting from the device mismatch. This∆ IIN’ is then converted into a DC componen

∆VOUT = rm(IIN) ∆ IIN’ , makingVOUT = Vgn + ∆VOUT, instead ofVgn, which we call the DC mismatch.

The deviation ofVOUT from Vgn could makeP2 or N2 out of the normal operation in the saturation

region, in case of a strongvout, and thus causes a signal distortion. This DC mismatch, however, ca

corrected by injecting a DC current into, or removing it from, the drain ofN1 to compensateIN1 in such

a way thatIIN’ , the mirrored copy ofIN1, is equal to the DC component of the current inP2. Evidently,

when the correction is done, i.e.VOUT being brought back to the level ofVgn, the compensatedIN1 needs

to be maintained. The transistorN4 shown in Fig. 5 is not able to provide a DC current for the

TABLE 2. Conversion Gain of the Circuit Shown in Fig. 6

IIN Conv. Gain(mV/nA) IIN Conv. Gain(mV/µA)

4 nA

h = 0.05 81.25

11.11µA

h = 0.05 70.27

h = 0.10 80.88 h = 0.10 69.85

h = 0.15 77.58 h = 0.15 69.64

h = 0.20 81,00 h = 0.20 69.12

10 nA

h = 0.05 41.69

111.1µA

h = 0.05 6.229

h = 0.10 53.40 h = 0.10 6.20

h = 0.15 54.80 h = 0.15 6.085

h = 0.20 50.75 h = 0.20 6.238

110 nA

h = 0.05 8.27

411.1µA

h = 0.05 1.744

h = 0.10 7.409 h = 0.10 1.707

h = 0.15 7.694 h = 0.15 1.696

h = 0.20 7.64 h = 0.20 1.676

1.11µA

h = 0.05 .844 The conversion gain is the ratio of

the amplitude ofvout to that ofiin.

The modulation depthh is the ratio

of the amplitude ofiin to IIN.

h = 0.10 .822

h = 0.15 .846

h = 0.20 .843
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compensation whileVOUT≈ Vgn. One can use the voltage difference (VOUT - Vgn) to generate a current

compensating for the mismatch. Fig. 9 illustrates the low-pass current filter with such a compens

current provided by the two transistorsN5 andN7 combined. Replacing the low-pass current filter in th

current-to-voltage converter shown in Fig. 6 by that illustrated in Fig. 9, we make the converter hav

DC mismatch compensation and it has then been simulated with Hspice. The simulation wavefo

illustrated in Fig. 10, demonstrated that this circuit is able to make the DC level of the output vol

uniformed at the level approximately equal toVgndespite the device mismatch. The current

compensation is, therefore, an effective solution to the problem of the DC mismatch.

Fig. 9 Low-pass current filter with a DC current compensation for device mismatch. The average

of vOUT, denoted asVO, is compared withVgn to produce two voltagesVgN7andVgN5 that are

used to control the currents ofN7 andN5, respectively. The current difference (IN7 - IN5)

compensates for the device mismatch to makeIIN’  equal to the DC component ofiIN’ . In this

case, the transistorN4 shown in Fig. 6 is removed asN7 can provide the gate capacitanceC with

an additional current. The devices drawn in dashed lines are used to have a fast pull-downVO,

whenIIN’  >> iIN’ due to sudden change of the input levelIIN, by the “normally-off” NMOS

transistorN6 in order to reduceIIN’ quickly. The voltage follower used in this circuit consists o

2 transistors, namelyP5 andP6 shown in Fig. 6. Each of the voltage comparators is a single

stage differential amplifier consisting of five transistors.

+
-

+
-

Low-Pass  current filter & output stage

IN1
IIN’
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P1 P2

iP1
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N2
N1 C

Vgp
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VgN5VO

C’
N6
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Fig. 10 Simulation waveforms of the three current-to-voltage converters of which the structures a

identical and involve the same current compensation shown in Fig. 9, but device mismatc

different. The input signal is identical to that producing the waveforms shown in Fig. 7. The

waveformvOUT1is the output voltage of the converter without device mismatch. The secon

one,vOUT2, is produced by the circuit in whichgmN1, the transconductance ofN1, is 36%

smaller thangmN2, andvOUT3 by the one withgmN1 being 36% larger thangmN2. The three

waveforms have the almost identical DC levelVOUT by means of the compensation.

It should be noted that the low-pass current filter involves the capacitanceC made of a large drain-

source grounded NMOS transistor in order to operate at an input current level of 411µA. Such a large

device makes the circuit too bulky to be placed in a pixel of an image sensor. However, in a CMO

image sensor, the current delivered by a tiny photodiode could hardly reach any micro-Ampere l

and the input range is shifted toward a much lower end. If the proposed current-to-voltage conve

used in such a sensor, the capacitance can be made much smaller. Another issue to be noticed

nonlinear nature of the conversion. This conversion is globally nonlinear and locally “linear”. The

compression of the DC component, by means of the device nonlinearity, permits the wide input 

The “linear” high gain conversion, is based on the linearity of MOSFET drain-source resistances
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saturation mode when the DC component of the input current is fixed. However, like all the other

of using nonlinear devices for “linear” operations, this linearity is limited. Moreover, the drain-sou

resistances of the transistors of the same design but placed in different places can not be exact

identical. If the circuit is used in a CMOS image sensor, the converters in different locations will 

non-uniform outputs while the input is uniform. A compensation for this mismatch requires more

research efforts.

IV.  Conclusion

The work presented in this paper aims at solving the problem caused by the conflict of dynamic

and sensitivity in current-to-voltage conversion circuits. The proposed solution is to employ a low

current filter to separate the DC component from the signal one of the input current, to use the DC

after a compression, for an input-dependent biasing, and to convert the signal one with an adaptiv

This solution can be easily implemented in a CMOS circuit. A current mirror consisting of a trans

pair can be used as such a filter if its time constant is made to satisfy the low-pass filtering cond

This time constant is current-dependent. But the dependency can be reduced by applying the cu

down-scaling proposed in this paper. The compression function is based on nonlinear current-

dependent characteristics of MOS transconductance. The voltage resulting from this compressio

biasing the MOS transistors that determine the conversion gain applied to the signal component,

makes the gain adaptive to the input current. A design example of the proposed current-to-volta

conversion has been provided and its performance evaluated by the simulation with CMOS 0.18µm

models. The results have shown that the circuit is able to operate with an input current varying o

range of 5 decades. It is sensitive enough to respond to a current signal of a fraction of a nano-Am

A conversion gain is almost constant if the DC level of the input stays the same, and decrement

level increments, which allows the circuit to detect the signal current when it is in the higher end o

5-decade range without saturation.
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Besides the dynamic range and sensitivity, the converters designed with the proposed method

low power dissipation. The biasing currents are the DC component of the input current and its cop

the current in the voltage shifter in Fig. 6 can be ignored. It should also be mentioned that, unlike

current-mode circuits, these converters do not need clock and switches, and the conversion is per

on a continuous time basis. Thus the problems such as switching noise and preparation phases

arise. Moreover, sparing from clocks makes the circuits to spare from many clock-related problem

facilitate their applications. Furthermore, to reduce the effect of device mismatch, a DC current

compensation method has been presented in this paper and its effectiveness verified by the sim

results.
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